THE BRINSON FOUNDATION

POLICY ON GRANT RECOGNITION

If a grantee wishes to recognize a Foundation grant, it may list the Foundation’s name in a standard listing of donors on the grantee’s website or in an annual or periodic report or newsletter. In any such listing, the Foundation should be listed with other institutional donors (if the listing is broken down by category of donors), at the correct donation level and in the correct format, which is: “The Brinson Foundation”, preferably alphabetized by “B”. Under no circumstances should grantees list an individual Director (or any Member, Officer, employee or other individual) as a donor unless that Director or such other individual has made a separate, personal gift to the organization. Note that the Foundation’s Policy on Self-Dealing strictly prohibits the Foundation from satisfying the personal giving commitment of any Disqualified Person.

If a grantee wishes to publicize a grant beyond the standard listing referenced above, the grantee must contact the Foundation at least five business days before the desired date of the publicity to obtain the Foundation’s approval of such publicity.
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